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Rev. Edward Dougherty, M.M., Superior General,
Maryknoll Fathers and Brothers
P.O. Box 303
Maryknoll, NY 10545

April 8, 2011

Dear Father Dougherty and General Council,

Maryknoll has been my community, my family, for 44 years, so it is with great sadness that I received your
letter of March 18, 2011 stating I must recant my belief and public statements that support the ordination of
women, or I will be dismissed from Maryknoll.

When I was a young man in the military, I felt God was calling me to be a priest. I later entered Maryknoll
and was ordained. I am grateful for finding the happiness, meaning and hope I was seeking in life.

For the past 20 years I have been speaking out and organizing against the injustice of the School of the
Americas and U.S. foreign policy in Latin America. Over these years I discovered an injustice much closer
to home - an injustice in my Church.

Devout women in our Church believe God is calling them to be priests, but they are rejected because the
Church teaches that only baptized men can become priests. As a Catholic priest for 38 years, I believe our
Church's teaching that excludes women from the priesthood defies both faith and reason and cannot stand
up to scrutiny for the following reasons:

(1) As Catholics, we believe that we were created in the image and likeness of God and that men and
women are equal before God. Excluding women from the priesthood implies that men are superior to
women.

(2) Catholic priests say that the call to be a priest is a gift and comes from God. How can we, as men, say:
"Our call from God is authentic, but your call, as women, is not"? Who are we to reject God's call of women
to the priesthood? I believe our Creator who is the Source of life and called forth the sun and stars is
certainly capable of calling women to be priests.

HERE I STAND
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(3) We are told that women cannot be priests because Jesus chose only men as apostles. As we know, Jesus
did not ordain anyone. Jesus also chose a woman, Mary Magdalene, to be the first witness to His
resurrection, which is at the core of our faith. Mary Magdalene became known as "the apostle to the
apostles."

(4) A 1976 report by the Pontifical Biblical Commission, the Vatican's top Scripture scholars, concluded that
there is no valid case to be made against the ordination of women from the Scriptures. In the Episcopal,
Methodist, Lutheran, United Church of Christ, Presbyterian and other Christian churches, God's call of
women to the priesthood is affirmed and women are ordained. Why not in the Catholic church?

(5) The Holy Scriptures remind us in Galatians 3:28, "There is neither male nor female. In Christ Jesus you
are one." Furthermore, the Second Vatican Council's Pastoral Constitution on The Church in the Modern
World states: "Every type of discrimination ... based on sex. .. is to be overcome and eradicated as contrary
to God's intent."

After much reflection and many conversations with fellow priests and women, I believe sexism is at the root
of excluding women from the priesthood. Sexism, like racism, is a sin. And no matter how hard we may try
to justify discrimination against women, in the end, it is not the way of God. Sexism is about power. In the
culture of clericalism many Catholic priests see the ordination of women as a threat to their power. Our
Church is in a crisis today because of the sexual abuse scandal and the closing of hundreds of churches
because of a shortage of priests. When I entered Maryknoll we had over 300 seminarians. Today we have
ten. For years we have been praying for more vocations to the priesthood. Our prayers have been answered.
God is sending us women priests. Half the population are women. If we are to have a vibrant and healthy
Church, we need the wisdom, experience and voices of women in the priesthood. As Catholics, we believe
in the primacy and sacredness of conscience. Our conscience is sacred because it gives us a sense of right
and wrong and urges us to do the right thing. Conscience is what compelled Franz Jagerstatter, a humble
Austrian farmer, husband and father of four young children, to refuse to join Hitler's army, which led to his
execution. Conscience is what compelled Rosa Parks to say she could no longer sit in the back of the bus.
Conscience is what compels women in our Church to say they cannot be silent and deny their call from God
to the priesthood. And it is my conscience that compels me to say publicly that the exclusion of women
from the priesthood is a grave injustice against women, against our Church and against our God who calls
both men and women to the priesthood.

In his 1968 commentary on the Second Vatican Council's document, Gaudium et Spes, Archbishop Joseph
Ratzinger, now Pope Benedict XVI, said: "Over the pope ... there still stands one's own conscience, which
must be obeyed before all else, if necessary, even against the requirement of ecclesiastical authority."

What you are requiring of me is not possible without betraying my conscience. In essence, you are telling
me to lie and say I do not believe that God calls both men and women to the priesthood. This I cannot do,
therefore I will not recant. Like the abolition of slavery, the civil rights movement and the right of women to
vote, the ordination of women is inevitable because it is rooted in justice. Wherever there is an injustice,
silence is the voice of consent. I respectfully ask that my fellow priests, bishops, Church leaders in the
Vatican and Catholics in the pews speak out and affirm God's call of women to the priesthood.

Your Brother in Christ,

Roy Bourgeois, M.M.

P.O. Box 3330
Columbus, GA 31903
Tell Fax 706-682-5369
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‘When will we ever learn?’
Reflections on the new English MissalChris McDonnell

I am writing this article out of loyalty to
our Church, whose mission is world-

wide and is the place that, in faith, is my
home. The comments expressed should
therefore not be seen as those of a
disaffected Catholic but rather as a
statement of sincere belief and of concern
for the well being of our Christian
Community. Neither do I come to the
issues discussed with a background in
theological study, detailed scriptural
understanding nor liturgical expertise.
I have spent my professional years teaching in schools so
maybe I have some appreciation of the consequences of
innovation and of the need to tread carefully over new
ground.

For many months we have been tracking, through articles,
letters and comment on the web, the discussion concerning
the new translation into English of the Roman Missal.

For some the very existence of a new translation will come
as a surprise. This should have been a matter of much
greater catechesis within parish communities long before
now, led by parish priests informed on the detail and so able
to support examination of the text by the laity. That position
does of course presume that our priests knew what was
going on; unfortunately, in many instances, that was not the
case.

My argument concerns both process and outcome.

Historically, the ICEL 1 text of 1974 was somewhat rushed
as there was an urgency, with the conclusion of the Vatican
Council, to have an acceptable English translation available
and in use. Inevitably, it was not perfect, but it is that text
from over forty years ago that we have been using ever
since. Within eight years, in 1982, ICEL began a revision of
that first translation, a task that was to last eleven years.
Then began the process of consideration by the Bishops'
Conferences and by 1998 the necessary approval had been
received.

It was from this point things began to go
wrong when the work of ICEL was rejected.
As a result, we found ourselves with the
confusion faced by the English-speaking
peoples across the globe with the text now
on offer. In his book "It's the Eucharist,
Thank God", 2 Bishop Maurice Taylor, who
represented Scotland on the Episcopal Board
of ICEL and was its chairman from 1997
until 2002, gives us a detailed and
fascinating account of those years and the
difficulties that arose.

A living language evolves. Usage and circumstance give
rise to change and we adapt to the time we live in. We are
now presented with a translation that runs counter to such
natural progression. Whilst in the past we all used Latin in
the celebration of the Eucharist, there was no problem. It
was a non-current language whose tone and metre we were
familiar with and of course, in many cases, did not
understand. It was a holy comfort zone in which we felt
secure.

With the advent of the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy
(Sacrosanctum Concilium) from the Council, all changed.
At last we had the opportunity to use a living language, our
own, with all the joy and difficulty that came with that
experience. It was a decision that we welcomed, and it is a
decision that is not reversible.

With the original work of ICEL sidelined, the last few years
have seen us arrive at this point with the translation that is
about to become mandatory for English speaking
communities from Advent of this year and about which
many are expressing real concern. We must seriously
question whether or not those responsible for this text have
the necessary background and experience to meet our need.
For how many was English their native language? There
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seems to be a Vatican felt requirement that Rome should
centrally control the textual experience for all who wish to
celebrate the Eucharist in English, that all must do the
same. Yet those of us for whom English is our mother
tongue are acutely aware that the North American use of
words is often at variance with that experienced in England,
Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, India and
other English speaking parts of the world and vice versa.

The new missal is an attempt to revert to a literal translation
of the Latin texts of an earlier time. Yet translation is about
current understanding and nuance, not just literal meaning.
Seamus Heaney’s translation of Beowulf was so successful
for he translated into a language that our ear can appreciate
whilst remaining true to the original meaning. Without such
sensitivity, translation becomes a sterile exercise in word
replacement. At a time when the age profile of those
attending the Sunday Mass is steadily rising, we are
effectively excluding younger generations of English
speaking Catholics who will not find archaic phrases
supportive of prayer. This is not an argument for a dumbing
down of language but it does demand that we recognise the
world in which we live, move and have our being.

And whilst all this was going on, we heard very little. It
was discussion behind closed doors and those of us who
will ultimately have to use and pray this new text, were
kept in the dark. Of course by keeping the translation close
to their chests, those responsible could reach the point we
are now at where discussion and the opportunity to reach a
sensible accommodation is all but gone.

The launch of the website ‘What if we just said wait?’
following Fr Michael Ryan's forthright article in the journal
America 3 offered us the first real opportunity to respond,
not reject, but to ask for a period of reflection and further,
wider consideration. It is in many ways a painful article to
read, for here is a priest reflecting on the excitement and
joyous hope of those post Vatican Council years, only to see
a gradual erosion of the vision of the Church that we
greeted with such eager expectation. The response to his
article was strong, both laity and members of religious
orders world wide adding their names to the website. 4

All that was missing was a meaningful response from our
Bishops, a willingness to undertake dialogue; we waited in
vain. The over-riding of the Episcopal Conferences by
Rome (or their quiet acquiescence in the face of a Vatican
dictat) says much about collegiality in the post Vatican II
years. One of the oft quoted phrases in the gospels, a
favourite of Pope John Paul II was ‘Do not be afraid’. We
need to heed that command as we continue on our
pilgrimage of faith and be willing to appreciate local needs
even if they are not fully understood within the portals of
Peter.

Why was there this overwhelming silence? Did the bishops
think the critical views would just drift away, that those
who seek to celebrate the Eucharist together each week
would just quietly accept without a further word? Or were

they reluctant for a variety of reasons to express their
concern on behalf of the Church within their episcopal
areas?

Now in recent weeks, Fr Anthony Ruff, a Benedictine
monk of Saint John’s Abbey, Collegeville, Minnesota, and a
professor of Liturgy and Gregorian chant, has published an
open letter to the Catholic Bishops of the United States
withdrawing from all speaking engagements on the Roman
missal. The letter is short, only four paragraphs. May I
quote here from his third paragraph:

‘The forthcoming missal is but part of a larger pattern of
top-down impositions by a central authority that does not
consider itself accountable to the larger Church. When l
think how secretive the translation process was, how little
consultation was done with priests or laity, how the Holy
See allowed a small group to hijack the translation at the
final stage, how unsatisfactory the final text is, how this
text was imposed on national conferences of bishops in
violation of their legitimate episcopal authority, how much
deception and mischief have marked this process and when
I think of Our Lord's teachings on service and love and
unity. . .I weep.’ 5 But who will listen?

Back in August of last year, The Tablet carried an article by
Fr Philip Endean SJ: ‘Worship and Power’ 6 which also
dealt, at length, with the issue of the manner in which
authority was exercised after the demise of the ICEL. The
final paragraph of a clear and detailed argument, neatly
summarises his position. ‘This new translation, both in its
content and in the manner of imposition, represents a
retreat from the salutary, evangelical reform of church style
and mood that Vatican II represented.’

Those of us who experienced pre-conciliar Catholicism as
abusive received Vatican II as a powerful assurance that the
Church was mending its ways. That gave us hope and
liberation. It will be a scandal, in both the common and
theological senses of the word, if, at a level that really
hurts, the new translation takes that reassurance back’.

The great sadness in all of this furore is that the celebration
of the Eucharist where we should, in faith, be gathered in a
shared belief round the table of the Lord will become a
matter of dissension.

Might I, in conclusion, make some general Comments.

Will our priests who celebrate with us (some of whom have
serious reservations about both textual content and the
procedures that have brought us to this point) be forced to
accept the new translation? And what confusion might arise
if they, in conscience, can’t?

There is a pervading view being expressed that once the
new translation is in use, we will better appreciate its
language. Quoted in The Tablet (January 22nd 2011)
Bishop Arthur Roche says ‘in the new translation we find a
text that is more faithful to the Latin Text and therefore a
text which is richer in its theological content and allusions
to the Scriptures but also a translation which I believe will
move people’s hearts and minds in prayer’. 7 Maybe I am
missing something but I do not appreciate the logic of this
statement.

Did the bishops think the critical views
would just drift away....?
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The title for this article is the refrain line from the song ‘Where have all the flowers gone” Words and music Pete Seeger, 1961
The writer is a retired head teacher living in Staffordshire, England.
1. ICEL stands for International Commission on English in the Liturgy
2. For a much fuller discussion of these years, see Its the Eucharist, Thank God by Bishop Maurice Taylor. (Decani Books) £9.75
ISBN 781900-314190, 2009
3. Michael G. Ryan | America (December 14, 2009) He is pastor of St. James Cathedral in Seattle, U.S.A.
4. www.whatifwejustwait.org
5. An open letter to the US Bishops on the forthcoming missal, February 14th 2011 in America Anthony Ruff OSB
6. The Tablet 28th August 2010 ‘Worship and Power’ by Philip Endean SJ who teaches theology at the University of Oxford.
7. Quoted in The Tablet, p.33, January 22nd 2011
8. ‘If I could tell you’ in Collected Poems W HAuden London: (Faber & Faber) p.314 ISBN 0-571-14226-5

Our young people have difficulty enough with their
Christian faith and it is to their credit that in spite of the
adversity of a secular age, so many of them hang on and do
their best to nurture their children in the Church when they,
too, become parents. This translation and the path that has
been trodden to achieve it will do little to help. I have
deliberately not argued the real concern that many feel with
individual parts of the new texts for I am sure that will be a
matter of much discussion in parish meetings in the
coming months. One could of course argue that it is all too
late and that a rushed catechesis will only serve to
aggravate an already difficult situation.

W H Auden, in his poem ‘If I could tell you’. 8 Written in
October 1940, begins with these three lines:

Time will say nothing but I told you so, time only
knows the price we have to pay; if I could tell you I
would let you know.

That, I am afraid, is a neat and poignant summary of our
present position.

Acknowledgment: With thanks to Spirituality,
publication of the Dominican Friars, Dublin

Martin Heal is a friend of Simon BrydenBrook, and they
have worked together for over forty years in liturgical
music ministry. After many years of planning and playing a
major part in the services in several chapels and churches,
both now attend as participants in the congregation. Simon
attended the Triduum at Douai Abbey; Martin’s account of
the liturgies he experienced in Rio this year will interest
others.

The liturgies I attended here at the local parish church have
been amazing, and most humbling. Above all, it was the
enthusiasm and eager participation of the laity which so
astounded and delighted me. An auxiliary bishop of Rio
seems to use this church as his base; he presided at all the
ceremonies. He is only about 40. I do not know about his
opinions or theology - but his leadership by example shines
through, and the people evidently respond to him with great
affection. When he feels, for example, that the singing is
not as full as it should be, with great charm he tells us to
make more of an effort, "Come on, all the church this
time!" he cries - and indeed all the church responds. The
music, which is not really to my taste, is managed by a
small group of young people.

I experienced an amazing Maundy Thursday liturgy. The
fervency and enthusiasm of the congregation was amazing;
the gospel was applauded, can you believe (not the homily
interesting enough!). The responsorial psalm was a model
of proclamation from the ambo by a woman with a loud but
profoundly moving voice, full of expression - and how the
people bellowed the responses. The gospel acclamation was

repeated by popular request (in as much as the congregation
started singing it again because they seemed to feel one
sing-through was not enough; the little music group
cheerfully supported the initiative. The Great Amen at the
end of the Consecration Prayer moved me to tears, such
was the fervency. The musical style is not to my or your
taste, but it mattered not a jot. I was intensely moved by the
whole remarkable liturgy.

On Friday (the church packed as always, people standing
everywhere) the gospel was performed with the turba
crowd parts shouted by the congregation: the Bishop
however sang the words of our Lord, to that tone you may
remember some Anglo Catholic churches used when
chanting the Passion. Since the numbers were so huge, the
cross was only venerated by looking at it; very sensible in
my opinion. An interesting note had been inserted in the
service sheets, "Remember dear brothers and sisters that we
are not adoring a material object, a cross, a piece of wood,

The Easter Triduum in Rio de Janeiro
Martin Heal
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but the victory of Christ and his Resurrection.
Contemplating this material object, we are, through faith,
drawn to our Saviour". There is a considerable legacy of
statue kissing and altar touching here. Straight after the
liturgy, there followed a "procissao do Senhor Morto" in
which a wax effigy of our Lord was carried on a bier
through the streets accompanied by singing - again led by
the bishop, holding a microphone, singing the reproaches
and penitential psalms. It lasted an hour: I know this
because Jose and I were sitting in a bar by the church as the
faithful made their way back for the "Sepultamento do
Senhor", which one can only imagine. These para-liturgies
remind me very much of the details Eamon Duffy provides
in Stripping of the Altars, and the sentiments are the same
too; the people own these actions, and clearly value the
community acts.

Holy Saturday in fact started in a local park at 8.00 at night,
with the blessing of the new fire/paschal candle. Then a
"procissao das velas" taking half an hour, again with
singing psalms. People in bar doorways stood and joined in
parts of the singing as we passed. People were leaning out
of windows and watching in silence or again joining in with
bits they knew. Some passers-by joined in the procession or
tagged along at the side. Finally the paschal candle led us
into the pitch dark church. The Exultet was sung by a
deacon more or less to the plainsong we know - but also it
was sung with great and evident joy and sense of occasion.

It was applauded at the end, and not I felt as if for a
performance, more as desire to be one with the sentiments
so powerfully expressed.

All the seven readings followed, as with you at Douai, each
psalm was canted from the ambo most properly with great
expression, which to Anglo Saxon ears (and eyes) may
seem exaggerated: but it is not false emotion or
theatricality. Utter sincerity shines through. The
congregation is almost palpably eager to get their responses
in, and if they are particularly fond of any, they take it upon
themselves to repeat them. Marvellous! There was a long
litany procession to the font (with names of saints I
sometimes did not recognise) - and baptism of 10 adults
and 3 babies. The great Amen at the end of the canon was
sung NINE times. Merely one singing was inadequate; the
congregation wanted more and again. The presiding bishop
and music group obliged with evident happiness. The
liturgy finished at 11.30 if you please with a wild version of
Regina Coeli (Raina dos Ceus, alegrai-vos).

The general tenor of the participation is such that you and I
would regard as suspiciously charismatic/evangelical: but
this is a culture where gesture is immensely important in
daily life. When the Bishop told us to wave our service
sheets during the first (deafening) alleluia, I did not hesitate
for a moment, and waved and swayed with the best of them
and felt not at all embarrassed. And I wept with Easter joy,
I have to tell you.

…..is for soul making.

So said Mary Ratcliffe in a lecture to the Guild of Pastoral
Psychology in October.

I arrived at Essex Unitarian Church and was delighted to
find on the outside notice board a favourite quote from
Mary Oliver:

“What is it you plan to do with your one wild and
precious life?"

The meeting area had chairs arranged around a circular
table, decorated with two interlocking circles (the union of
opposites), symbols representing the four elements of the
cosmos, and coloured stones. On the floor around the table
were various books, some poetry (it was National Poetry
Day), some psychology and some focusing on mid-
life/later-life.

Mary Jo read a paper for about 45 minutes. I find it very
hard to follow lectures in the absence of any hand-out
indicating the themes to be melded, so what follows are just
some of the things I think she said. She was talking about
the search for meaning and wholeness in the second half of
life, and about the interconnectedness between the
individual and the cosmos. When asked what she meant by
‘the second half of life,’ she suggested that it is when we
cease to be identified by our job. In looking at the meaning

of soul she suggested that soul is the deepest most precious
part of ourselves - the part that contains the godliness,
equivalent re Jung’s idea of the Self. She also quoted Keats,
who described the world as a ‘vale of soul-making.’

The first half of life is outward looking - developing skills
and gifts, strengthening the Ego. In the second half, the
process is more inward, an expansion of the Self. Times of
crisis or transition are significant for soul-making. Two
significant themes are ‘letting-go’ and ‘Waiting’. We let go
into a neutral zone, into liminality; into ways of being,
leaving behind the past. We face the void and darkness of
liminality, our Fears of (im)mortality. T.S. Eliot's Four
Quartets advises:

"I said to my soul, be still, and let the dark come upon you!
Which shall be the darkness of God. As, in a theatre,
The lights are extinguished, for the scene to be changed....."
(East Coker).

We wait in the darkness for God's creative love to emerge.
We face emptiness, losses, R S Thomas writes in ‘The
Absence’ about the 'great absence'

" that is like a presence, that compels
me to address it without hope
of a reply."
It is "the vestibule for the arrival
of one who has not yet come."

The Second Half of Life
Mairin Valdez
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In the last line of the same poem he talks about his whole
being as a ‘vacuum’. What resources do we have in our
vacuum, without external props and in the presence of
opposites - heaven and earth, light and dark: both-and, not
either-or. This union of opposites is important in helping us
see the less developed and un-met parts of ourselves, and to
acknowledge the flaws; to question Who Am I?

Forgiveness is necessary to set us free. Freedom is within
our choice but it costs; it means letting go of the hurts and
resentments, of the what-ifs and the if-onlys. Siegfried
Sassoon's ‘Everyone sang’ recalls a moment when this was
so:

"Everyone suddenly burst out singing and beauty
came like the setting sun:
My heart was shaken with tears; and horror
drifted away..."

We need to be totally abandoned to being ourselves in inner
freedom, disregarding the views of others and moving
towards the final letting-go of our bodies, of the masks we
have been wearing, as part of the process towards
integrating the shadow. Robert Frost’s ‘The road not taken’
reflects the process of choice:

‘Two roads diverged… I took the one less travelled by,
And that has made all the difference.’

We come to terms with choices and limitations so as to live
fully in the present.

We need healing for the ongoing process of seeking
understanding and moving to acceptance. We have to
contemplate the essence of things, the beauty of presence,
as in the. R.S. Thomas poem ‘The Bright Field’ where he
sees ‘the pearl of great price’ and knows that he must give
all that he has to possess it. What is our pearl of great price,
our heart’s desire? Can we develop a compassionate heart,
able at once to be with pain and joy, loss and gain? We
should make choices out of love, not because we ‘ought’.
This involves less doing and more being, less noise and

more silence. Imagine the unimaginable, use intuition
rather than logic, let thinking be subservient to inspiration
and be enriched by the use of symbols and rituals.

At this stage we can feel more cut off and alone, as we
move from outer to inner connectedness, towards being
part of the whole. We need to let the depths of our souls be
touched by nature, music, and beauty in all its
manifestations; we should spend time with beauty. This
recalls Teilhard de Chardin's vision of the cosmic Christ:
God as energy, fire and power, at the heart of the world, its
innermost depths, bringing all together. When hearts are
awakened and love deepened, all that is in our soul is
transferred to the soul of cosmos. My energy from my
wholeness contributes to the energy of the universe. Each
microcosm contributes to the creativity of the macrocosm,
each of us is unique and irreplaceable. We contribute to the
development of the universe: our thoughts and feelings
affect the breadth and depth of the cosmos. Gregg Braden
in The Divine Matrix describes a web of energy that
connects everything in our lives and our world: science,
spirituality, and miracles; here we each hold the power to
speak directly to the Force that links all of creation. This
energy plays the role of a container, a bridge and a mirror
for the beliefs within us.

We journey to integration as we become more conscious,
whole, and aware of ourselves. As T. S. Elliot said,

'... the end of all our exploring
will be to arrive where we started
and know place for the first time” (Little Giddings)

Mairin Valdez

Acknowledgment:
With thanks to Network. Apologies too for not
acknowledging Tina Beattie’s contribution to Renew 157.

Renew frequently carries articles on the traditional
hierarchical governing of the Catholic Church and the need
to move to a democratic style where responsibility is shared
equally by all. It has seemed to me that the priest has
demonstrated his control over lay people by their being
obedient to take the Mass when he celebrates it. For me it
has resembled children coming for their meal whenever
their mother calls, and there has been the element that
eternal life depends upon being in communion with the
church. I would argue that the holding of the Mass may be
an improper act by a priest and it is the responsibility of the
lay person to abstain if he or she considers it to be so. Such
lay abstinence balances the power to excommunicate or
withhold the Mass by the priest.

Recently I have heard of Roman Catholics, when arranging
marriages or funerals attended by people of a variety of
faiths in Catholic churches, asking the priest not to include
celebration of the Mass. The reason is that it might make a
non-Catholic feel excluded as only those who are Catholic
are eligible to receive. I wonder if others know of similar
occasions.

It is said that movement in ecumenical relationships
between the churches at the top has slowed down. These
ecumenical occasions strike me as excellent development
happening at the bottom. A decision to ask the priest not to
hold Mass shows admirable maturity.

Leslie Cram

Responsibilities of the Lay Person
Leslie Cram
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Saint Joan's Alliance Centenary AGM and Conference
8th October 2011

Further details, September Issue

The NSS's Executive Director Keith Porteous Wood
made a forthright attack on the Catholic Church’s
deplorable record on child abuse at the United

Nations Human Rights Council in Geneva on Tuesday 15
March 2011.

Keith was acting in the capacity of international
representative of the International Humanist and Ethical
Union (IHEU), which does a great deal of excellent work at
the UN on a wide variety of areas, for example on
children's and women's rights and freedom of expression.

Keith pointed out to the plenary session of the Council that
Geoffrey Robertson QC’s book The Case of the Pope
alleged that the Church had broken six Articles of the UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child, thus confirming the
accusations that Keith had previously made at the UN – in
September 2009 and March 2010.

Keith called attention to the fact that when he made similar
accusations at the Council on 22 September 2009, the Papal
Nuncio did not deny them, but had claimed that a report,
then twelve years overdue, was being “finalised as we
speak”. It still remains to be filed. Among other
“justifications”, the nuncio informed the Council that as
many as 5% of Catholic clergy could be involved. (If true,
that would equate to approximately 20,000 clergy involved
in child abuse). He added that offenders can be dismissed
under Canon Law.

Keith reported some key points from Robertson's book,
including his withering analysis of why the abuse continued
unabated. Keith repeated Robertson’s conviction that “the
scourge of child abuse within the Church itself had for
many years gone unpunished as a result of the procedural
deficiencies of Canon Law, the selfish desire to protect the
Church from scandal by harbouring and trafficking
paedophile priests, and the negligent supervision of bishops
by the Holy See through its Congregation for the Doctrine
of the Faith office, headed for the previous two decades by
Cardinal Ratzinger.”

Keith said he half expected to be called to order during his
speech, or at least have the representative of the Holy See
or some compliant Catholic country make an objection. He
thought the most likely triggers were his naming Cardinal
Ratzinger and repeating Robertson’s conclusion:

“The Holy See’s grave and extensive breaches of the
Convention on the Rights of the Child, and its contempt for
its reporting obligations over the past thirteen years, should
... justify its expulsion.”

Fortunately, he was not interrupted and the chair later said
in response to a member state’s objection to another NGOs
intervention that, in effect, sometimes it was only the
NGOs who were prepared to confront member states with
uncomfortable material.

For good measure, Keith drew attention to two “smoking
gun” letters which have recently come to light, written by
the senior members of the Church’s hierarchy. One was
from Rome to the Bishop of Tucson and the other was from
the Papal Nuncio to the bishops of Ireland. One, for
example, contains the damning phrase “under no condition
whatever ought the [personnel] files be surrendered to any
lawyer or judge whatsoever”. Their crucial significance is
that they point the finger directly at the Vatican as the
source of instructions to cover up abuse by priests. This is
in stark contrast to the Vatican's standard rebuttal in which
they seek to blame local bishops.

The UN itself did not escape unscathed from Keith's
intervention. He drew the Council's attention to another
target of Robertson's criticism: “It is a serious reflection on
the competence and resolve of the ‘eighteen experts of high
moral standing’ who have been elected to the Committee on
the Rights of the Child that they have done and said nothing
about the Vatican’s thirteen-year failure to deliver a report,
during the period when widespread child abuse by its
priests has been extensively publicized.”

Keith concluded by calling once more upon the Human
Rights Council and the Committee on the Rights of the
Child to hold the Holy See to account for:

- its breach of its obligations under the CRC;

- its disregard for its duty of care to the abused children;

- its systematic cover-up of thousands of cases of abuse;
and

- its failure to adequately control those put in positions of
trust with children.

NSS Director slams Vatican failures over child abuse at
UN Human Rights Council
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THE FUTURE OF CCC

NOTICE OF AGM
Dear Members of CCC,
We wish to give you notice that the AGM will be held on
Saturday 29th October this year. Full details will appear in
the September issue of Renew.

We urge as many who can attend to do so. We will be
actively seeking to elect to two crucial positions on the
executive, namely the Chairman and the Secretary. Both had
to resign due to ill health.

Please give some serious thought and prayer to this matter if
you consider that CCC still has a role to play in our Church.
We cannot promise you much popularity among the
bloggerati who are pleased to call us aged dissidents.
Hopefully we do not dissent from the Gospel.

PamWearing,Acting Chairwoman,CCC Executive.

Dear Editor
The resignation in March of three elected members of the
CCC executive from the committee raises questions about
the future of the organisation that will have to be addressed
at the AGM in October in London. I sincerely hope that the
remaining three executive members elected last October,
with the two co-opted members, will produce a clear plan
for the future of CCC at the AGM rather than propose its
closure.

For eighteen years I have functioned as Secretary of CCC,
not without help from others I am happy to say, but bearing
a big burden of work. I am tired and do not wish to
continue; for this reason I have resigned from the executive,
as have Bernard Wynne and Derek Reeve. My worry now is
that no members will come forward and present themselves
for office and election at the AGM, despite a gradual
increase in our membership in recent months. Appeals for
people to take over as Secretary and Treasurer or to join the
executive have met with no response from the membership.
Without essential officers, the organisation cannot continue.
Who will answer the telephone? Who will answer letters?
Who will handle the money and keep the accounts? Who
will send out copies of RENEW or of CCC publications?

The future of RENEW, however, happily seems assured. I
supervised the production of the last two issues and am
mightily relieved that the committee has a volunteer to take
over this work from me. The Editor of RENEW, Frank
Regan, is keen to continue in office. Valerie Stroud has
been co-opted on to the committee and she has done
sterling work with the CCC website. Colin Stockford,
although in his ninth decade, is gamely prepared to soldier
on as Treasurer while he can but he would like to be
relieved of his responsibilities and allowed to retire.

CCC's publications have come to a halt. No new
publications are planned and no re-printing to replenish
current depleted stocks. The successful Home Study
Course, designed and written by Adrian Smith with the help
of Giles Hibbert, can no longer be promoted as it requires
stocks of CCC booklets as well as someone to answer
correspondence about it and despatch the modules as they
become due.

I shall remain a member of CCC but will no longer occupy
the leadership role I have filled for too long. Until a new
secretary is appointed, I shall deal with in-coming
correspondence, telephone calls and e-mails and assist with
the quarterly mailing of RENEW, but no more than that. I
shall be devoting my energies with others to promoting
Stand Up for Vatican II with the support of the People of
God Trust, of which I remain a trustee. I shall also
continue to work at European level as a member of the
Secretariat of the European Network Church on the Move,
and at international level as President of the International
Federation for Renewed Catholic Ministry.

I sincerely hope that CCC will not close down for lack of
interest and that RENEW will continue to be published.
Perhaps that is all we can expect. It is certainly true that
the principles articulated in the Manifesto of the Catholic
Renewal Movement in May 1969 are accepted now as self-
evident by educated Catholics in this country. Perhaps as
the fiftieth anniversary of the opening of the Second
Vatican Council approaches in October next year, CCC has
to admit that its time has come and it has to die. I hope not,
but that depends on its members.

Simon Bryden-Brook

Dear Readers,
This is my first communication to you as the new
production editor of RENEW. I hope that the small changes
in format that I have made will not upset you all too much.
I had wondered about make the text slightly larger to aid
readability and am interested to know whether you, the
readers, would find this advantageous. This may of course
increase the cost of publication by adding extra pages and
so would have to be approved.

You may be interested to know that I was around

when the CRM (to become CCC) was founded in the

Leatherhead parish in Surrey and that, despite my

relative immaturity (spiritual as well as physical), I did

attend some of the meetings. These were held at

Lynwood, the house of a Mr Peter Askonas (sadly

deceased) who I am sure must have been known to

some of the current CCC members.

Colin Close
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Don Brophy’s new life of Catherine
of Siena is a carefully researched

critical biography which traces her
development against the political chaos
of the second half of the fourteenth
century, from her infancy to her dramatic
interventions in papal politics.. He
explains without explaining away the
ascetic extremes for which she is well

known. Born two years before the outbreak of the Black
Death, which her family survived, she grew up the
penultimate child in a family which had had 25 children.
Ten survived, not including her twin sister. Along with
these, was a nephew ten years her senior, Tommaso. He
could read and from him she would have heard tales from
the Golden Legend. Like him, she was drawn to the
Dominicans. The atmosphere in Siena in the wake of the
plague was heavily guilt-ridden and penitential children
were not uncommon. A visionary, like Blake , by the age of
eight she had come to decide that a vision she had had at six
meant she should marry Jesus, not an original notion, or a
negative one. She developed ascetic habits but enjoyed
great freedom as a child until the age when grooming for
marriage threatened her calling. Demonstrating her
determination to refuse marriage by chopping off her hair,
she got what she wanted - solitude and prayer. The only
route open to the free but single life was to join the
Dominican tertiaries, the Mantellate, respectable widows
who kept refusing her till she developed a skin disease.
Opportunities followed: someone taught her to read - she
began to study St Paul. The Dominicans gave her access to
further education and she began to think about social
reform. Before the age of 20, she gained insight into the
nature of God, experienced a mystical espousal and was
introduced to the English theologian and hermit, William
Flete, who taught her about Augustine. The Dominican
habit enabled her to go out nursing the sick and having an
impact on all manner of people in Siena including young
nobles who acted as her scribes. Strong and stubborn men
quailed before her and by the age of 22, she was being
called ’Mamma’.

This was a time of turmoil within and among the states of
the Italian peninsular. One factor was resentment of Papal
governors in North Italy. The popes had been in Avignon
for 70 years. When she applied to the Gregory IX, eager for
martyrdom, to join a crusade to the Holy Land he began to
take an interest in her. Like Francis before her she at first
had a naïve view of the idea of Crusades, and found a
hostile reaction from the Franciscans to her activities. Far
from finding her deficient, one, a superior of the order in
Tuscany found himself challenged for failing to live up to
his vow of poverty. The plague was still raging and she was
credited with bringing people back from the brink of death.
People had more to worry about than going on crusades.
Mercenaries like Sir John Hawkwood had easy pickings in

Tuscany, but he died in his bed of old age. Apart from the
group of followers she attracted, Catherine’s
main support from this time was Raymond of Capua a
Dominican appointed by the order to be her mentor. By the
age of 29, she had experienced invisible stigmata. The
theology of the time was heavily laden with ideas of blood
sacrifice. Feudal influence on atonement theories had
saturated the culture with images of suffering and dying.

Her response to this hell of corruption and civil strife, was
not to withdraw into a holy huddle but to challenge it head
on; sin was appalling but the love of God was more than a
match for it. Her fearlessness and spiritual force had a
unique impact on people at every level. She proved to be no
mean pastoral worker when a young hothead was
condemned to death. Lay people then accompanied the
condemned to the scaffold. She embraced him, reconciled
him to his fate and stayed with him to catch his head when
he died. This episode was omitted from Raymond’s
account, the author speculates that the young outsider may
have been a papal spy.

She was only too aware of corruption at all levels of the
church but in spite of the political position of the papacy
she accepted that popes were divinely appointed and that
secular states owed them obedience. Sadly, political
competence was not a papal charism: Pope Gregory used
interdicts, swingeing fines and savage Breton forces in
dealing with Tuscany. It says something that she acted as a
mediator in such situations. She had long been trying to
persuade the pope to return to Rome and reform the Church
Eventually, she went in person to Avignon, on foot and by
sea, as Dominicans did not ride. Her journey was not
wasted: she reminded the Pope of a vow to return, which he
had confided to no one. Gregory gave her various
privileges which enabled her to function without the
hindrances which went with her lack of status in the
Church, then he visited her in secret once he got to Italy.
She saw herself as an apostle and hence a preacher. She
decided to found a house for ladies, and so it was. Hell had
not subsided - the Cardinal of Geneva tricked the town of
Cesena into being massacred, Gaddafi fashion. These wars
made Catherine revise her attitude to the Crusades, though
no less keen on martyrdom for herself or her followers.

After Raymond was elected Prior at Sta Maria Minerva in
Rome, Catherine began work on a book called the
Dialogues. She dealt surgically with the disease of a
polluted church not negated by divine mercy, its bridge
across the flood of sin being Christ, the way of truth.
Crossing the bridge led the soul from reason, to faith, to a
fire in the soul and to discernment. Her prescription for the
ills of the corrupt church was to sail in obedience to the
rules. Aware that her words would cut no ice in themselves
she used a divine narrator. When the pope died, they elected
an Italian, UrbanVI - under threat to knife the rest! The
Florentine mob threatened to kill her as a consequence until

Catherine of Siena... A Passionate Life - Don Brophy

BOOKS
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What are we supposed to do in this
universe in which we find

ourselves existing? This has been a
problem over centuries of philosophical
and theological debate. Perhaps it has
been made more difficult by perceptions
of God. If God is omnipotent, why do we
need to do anything? If God is
omniscient, why do we have to seek our
way through pain and suffering? If God is

good, why couldn’t he create a world without devastating
earthquakes and floods? In modern society, science tends to
tackle these problems by denying the very need for a
meaning. Kastrup uses scientific knowledge to construct a
coherent argument for a meaning of existence.

Intelligence is said to be present in an individual who is
capable of building mental models from which he can
interpret past and present events, and anticipate the future
with accuracy and speed. If our perceived objectivity is
determined by the mental models in our brains, our
consciousness could also be confined by this. Nevertheless,
having consciousness is important if we are to have true
understanding. We identify ourselves with the mental
models in our heads; moreover, we are also conscious of
our own awareness, and even aware of our own awareness.

Kastrup points out that the limitations of our perception and
comprehension may prevent us from finding the ultimate

purpose of existence. He spends a number of pages looking
at consciousness, a topic much explored over the years by
philosophers, psychologists and neurologists. He works his
way through various theories, including the “hard problem”
that David Chalmers spent so much effort on (the puzzling
existence of conscious experience), and quantum
mechanics. With this importance of consciousness, we
might wonder why nature chose to confine it within our
brains. One explanation might be that is it simply on its
way to expansion and enrichment. The notion of
consciousness permeating the entire universe, directly
aware of all that there is in it, is powerful.

A field of consciousness might be everywhere, rather like
radio waves which are present, whether or not you have a
suitable receiver. The radio stations can be changed, or
volume altered, but they are still widely broadcast.
Similarly, a field of consciousness might be everywhere,
interacting with the material world when suitable structures
are present and functioning. If consciousness is an all-
encompassing field permeating the whole universe like a
radio signal, physical brains might be the transceivers
through which that field becomes individualised. The
neural structures of our brains are the means by which the
illusion of separateness is created. The memories held by
each human transceiver create the illusion of a separate
identity.

He notes a relatively recent discovery about the universe.

Rationalist Spirituality - Bernado Kastrup

Catherine of Siena, A Passionate Life, Don Brophy DLT 2011

she willingly knelt before them. She finished the book in
1378 and then the “Butcher of Cesena” was elected as a
counter pope. Once Urban was able with foreign military
help to enter St Peter’s, he appointed 24 Italian Cardinals
and had Catherine address them in Sta Maria in Trastevere.
Oh to have been a fly on the wall then! Not once does the
author allude to the significance of such an event to the
modern reader. She had seen the pope return to Rome but
daily on leaving mass in the basilica she would have passed
under Giotto’s fresco of Peter sinking outside the boat, a
prophetic image.

Years of eating almost nothing had destroyed her ability to
digest by the time she was willing to eat and her
constitution finally collapsed and left her bedridden. Before
she died in April 1380, She dictated her last Testament
which begins with the uncompromising advice to seek God
without intermediaries! God being all, she advised to use
vocal prayer at set times but mental prayer continuously.
She spoke of purity of heart, not judging others, providence
and above all loving one another. Before her death six
weeks later, her final words were ‘Blood, blood’.

Papal involvement in politics continued in disastrous
fashion; Cardinals who thought Urban was mad were
arrested tortured and executed. The first attempt to end the
schism resulted in a third Pope being elected and it finally
ended with Martin V succeeding in 1417. It took a Siennese
Pope, Pius II to canonise the girl from Siena: “Her
knowledge came down to her from heaven, hence she could
teach having had no masters.” She had faced bishops and
professors as menacing as wolves and lions and her wisdom

turned them into lambs. In the last fifty years she has been
recognised as a patron of Italy and Europe; in1999 she was
declared a Doctor of the Church. It is said that male
Dominicans then began to study her works. Men and
women of her own time were led by her into religious life
by her influence regardless of her gender and status.

As a church reformer she speaks to us today: -
“Oimè , No more silence. Shout out with a thousand
tongues! I am seeing the world going to ruin because
people are not speaking out. I am seeing Christ’s bride (the
Church) made pallid, her colour sucked out of her from
behind her back.”

Don Brophy has done his research very thoroughly and
leaves one with the sense of having known a totally
remarkable woman who moved through her world with the
unstoppable force of the Spirit of God. Her agenda of
reform in the face of political, social and religious chaos
leaves me impressed, not that she achieved all her goals,
just as well she did not, but that within a few generations,
Church reform began to gather pace. The huge problems
caused by the political position of the papacy have
diminished but have left their mark to this day. This book
opens up the whole human mess of the late fourteenth
century through which a few souls like Catherine and Julian
of Norwich discerned the positive power of God’s Spirit to
change things and their words continue to challenge the
Church at all levels.

PamWearing
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Cosmologists have suggested that as well as visible stars
and galaxies, there is also invisible matter and energy,
known as dark matter and dark energy. They do not
interact. It is estimated that at least 95% of everything in
the universe is dark matter or dark energy. We could be
amidst it without being aware of it. In a similar way, we are
not necessarily aware that there may be a universal state of
consciousness.

So perhaps the brain works as a kind of filter of
consciousness, evolved to increase survival fitness by
enabling focussed attention to stimuli relevant to survival.
This idea was popularised in the 1950s by Aldous Huxley
in his The Doors of Perception and Heaven and Hell.
Huxley quotes the philosopher Charlie Dunbar Broad “The
suggestion is that the function of the brain and nervous
system and sense organs is in the main eliminative and not
productive. Each person is at each moment capable of …
perceiving everything that is happening everywhere in the
universe. The function of the brain and nervous system is to
protect us from being overwhelmed”.

This is our very starting point. We know, says Kastrup, that
the universe remains incomplete and requires enrichment to
bring it to a state of perfection. As understanding and self-
awareness grow, consciousness expands. This is where the
meaning of existence is to be found. Can we achieve a state
of boundless and united awareness? Spiritual literature
abounds with testimonials of people who claim they have
achieved an analogous state of consciousness as a result of
meditation or religious practice.

In the early 20th century Dr Richard Maurice Bucke wrote
a book called Cosmic Consciousness: A Study in the
Evolution of the Human mind. He traces the route of the
development of consciousness moving from a simple
perception through the acquisition of language, to the
merging of concepts in a union of all prior thoughts and
experiences of the individual. Somehow, he says,
consciousness breaks from the structure of the brain and
moves into cosmic consciousness.

Having declared that the ultimate purpose of existence is
accumulation of the entirety of insights necessary for the
completeness of universal consciousness, Kastrup has

adopted the philosophical term qualia to indicate an item
stored in our memory. Countless generations of conscious
beings have lived and died since the beginning of time, but
the process of universal enrichment is still underway. Each
conscious being contributes items of understanding to the
universal memory of qualia. It grows and becomes richer in
impressions, insights, understanding and self-awareness.

In unified consciousness there is no information storage, so
a conscious experience would remain indefinitely in
conscious awareness. It would be as if you were
continuously living every single moment of your life at
once. The concept of past would lose significance, and
everything would be present. There would be no
information storage, Kastrup declares. Consequently the
only way to not lose a conscious experience would be to
maintain it indefinitely in conscious awareness. Every new
thought arriving will add to the conscious experiencing
already occurring.

Kastrup also makes reference to the Akashic Records. This
is a term drawn from Sanskrit, and the Records are
described as containing all human knowledge encoded in a
non-physical plane of existence. It is asserted that they are
constantly updated. The idea is an echo of Kastrup’s vision
of a universal state of consciousness.

The book does have a chapter about God, though only just
over one page long! It may be, he says, that a kind of
universal Force has had causal effect in leading to the
fragmentation of consciousness. The fact that we are here,
experiencing a dynamic, evolving universe as
individualised consciousness, is solid evidence if you
accept that this Force of Purpose somehow did, and likely
still does, exist. It is close, he says, to the idea of God. This
seems a better approach than the anthropology in my
introductory paragraph.

Having discovered the meaning to existence which he finds
satisfactory, Kastrup entreats the reader to keep an open
mind, rather than following his theory blindly. This is an
interesting and well written book, but I failed to be
convinced. Other readers may find his ideas helpful

Christine Hacklett

This book delves deep into the Gospel
of Matthew, very much as a Jewish

convert at a very difficult time for the early
church. The author also explains how
Matthew illustrates the bond of our Lord's
life in relation to the ancient Jewish
scriptures, confirming His coming as the
fulfilment of the teachings and messages of
the prophets. The author explains how

Matthew's Gospel identifies himself and his followers as the
church facing so many enemies (particularly as new Jewish
converts), suffering persecution from the Romans and
separation from their traditional leadership. This book
details how in his writings Matthew inspired those living
during such difficult times to face their hardships through
mercy. The book also shows how the immense difficulties
suffered then are still very relevant to us, as believers in the
contemporary world.

This book teaches us how forgiveness is emphasised in this
Gospel within a community of believers seeking the
Kingdom of Heaven on earth. Matthew tells his
community how Jesus is with them for all time and that in
the Spirit nothing can divide them from the promises that
Our Lord left them (and us) particularly as Our Risen Lord,
the Hope to overcome all challenges.

Megan McKenna's book strikes me very much as an
educational support for catechists and teachers, especially
with the questions given after all 10 chapters, challenging
its readers to dig deep into their own hearts and live the
inspiration taught in Matthews's Gospel.

Inez Keech
Matthew: The Book of Mercy - Megan McKenna
New City, 2007, 196pp, £12.50

Matthew: The Book of Mercy - Megan McKenna
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As the title suggests, this is a report of what started off
as two parishes in suburban Guildford and of how the

community came to terms with social, liturgical and
ministerial change and post-Vatican 2 requirements over the
last thirty years.
In many respects it might be called a parish history, but
written by the hand of a sociologist, it is more than that,
especially as the author is himself a parishioner there.
The account starts with two parishes – Burpham (opened in
1960) and Merrow (opened in 1972) which had to combine
in 1973 and eventually became part of a cluster of
Guildford parishes priested by a team ministry in 2001.
What I found fascinating was the number of features which
are duplicated over almost all the parishes in Britain,
namely:
Groups of parishioners arise for different functions, prosper
for a time, then, having served their purpose, die out.
As time progresses there is a dwindling number of
volunteers. Always the same small band taking on the duties.
The occasional parish mission/retreat, meeting with
enthusiasm but with little lasting effect.
Friction when changes of parish priest occur – the new
incumbent making unwelcome changes or difficulties in

relationship with parish committees.
A great deal of energy seems to have been spent raising
money.
Diocesan changes imposed with a lack of consultation of the
parishioners – with ensuing anger.

From 2001-2009, when there was no longer a resident
parish priest, the people considered themselves a ‘priestless
parish’. I have found in this country – and met the same
experience in Africa – when a community has no resident
priest the laity rally round to ensure the life of their
community, rather than allowing themselves to be absorbed
into a larger parish.
As a history of the parishes, the book is naturally full of
matters of no significance to an outsider, but if one were
looking for ideas of what makes a lively parish then this
book is full of them because certainly there is plenty of lay
activity in Burpham and Merrow. The book ends with an
interesting and positive account of how the parish
responded to the demands made by Vatican 2.

Adrian B. Smith
Michael P. Hornsby-Smith - Parish Still Alive Priv pub 2009.
npg. Available from:- 7 Oak Tree Gardens, Guildford GU1 1EX

Parish Still Alive - Michael P. Hornsby-Smith

We are living in a long 5000 year
history of Empire. Empire has built

great monuments and mansions, laid down
roads and rail, has built schools and
hospitals and has sent missionaries to
integrate the new subjects into the new
structures and to help them to see that they
are better off than before, thanks be to God.

Somehow the obverse of that history will be forgotten: the
brutalisation of the slaves, the racism, the rape of women,
the carnage of battle, the reduction of free farmers to
indentured serfs, the suppression of the native culture, the
genocide or ethnocide, the extraction of all the natural
wealth and the creation of class-divided, race-divided
societies.
The church and theology have been involved in the history
of Empire from early in its history. The cross of
Constantine was a symbol of imperial rule and military
power. That perhaps explains why the cross did not become
a universally accepted symbol of the suffering Christ until
around the 7th century.
Globalisation is generally discussed in terms of its
dominant forms: the spread of global corporations and their
impact on local economies, the proliferation of free-trade
agreements which ease the flow of goods and money across
borders; and political alliances crafted to align certain
countries on the side of a dominant partner against
perceived enemies. With the ending of the Cold War in
1988 the United States has embarked on a sterile trajectory
to erect itself into the only hegemon on the planet. It has
projected itself principally upon the Middle East with the
result that the US is the nation most reviled and cursed by

nationalist Muslims.
The author points out and develops the thesis that in the
long history of globalisation Christian theology has been
involved. His first example is the New Testament which
was written in the language of an earlier Greek empire
rather than in the language of Jesus and his disciples. The
book will not be a theological response to globalisation.
Rather it will point out how theology and globalisation
have gone in each other’s company.
Processes of globalisation have usually gone from top to
bottom, often followed by theology and, at times, mission.
They tend to concentrate power in the hands of ever fewer
minorities and elites. Thus the Establishments of our
countries are dominated by financial and industrial
capitalists, their military allies and their political lackeys.
Other processes, less numerous, start from the bottom up
and include more and more people. Thus we have seen
movements of landless people who have had influence in
other places and in the last ten years or so, the World Social
Forum, comprised of tens of thousands, all involved in
various expressions of local struggle integrated vertically,
though not managed by, any sort of elite.

Theology has been involved in both dynamics. Anyone
interested in how the power of God works in weakness; in
how God of empires is utilised in collusion with Empire; in
theology as a support for empire or as discourse about God
as God’s Spirit inspires and accompanies the poor, will
read this short book with much profit.

Frank Regan

Globalization and Theology - Joerg Rieger
Abingdon 2010, 70 pp, £8.99

Globalization and Theology - Joerg Rieger
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The forefather of Cuban independence,
Jose Marti, spent many years of exile
in New York City. While there he

wrote a weekly newspaper column for one of
the Havana dailies. Its by-line was: From the
Belly of the Beast.

Walter Brueggemann is one of the most
respected biblical commentators on biblical Justice and
Peace concerns. He has written this book for us who live in
the belly of the beast. Maybe that is an overstatement. Marti
bore the brunt of Spanish imperialism for many years. We
do not have that experience. According to Marxist historian
Eric Hobsbawm this country ceased to be an imperial power
the day David Cameron announced that the construction of
two aircraft carriers was to be postponed and that this
country could no longer maintain an imperial presence in all
parts of the world.

Nevertheless this country followed George W Bush into an
imperial war in Iraq and Afghanistan. Weapons the British

have sold to Bahrain have showed up on its streets and have
been used against its citizens. British armed forces are
standing by to intervene in Libya. Perhaps it will be
payback for Lockerbie, arms supplying to the IRA and the
killing of a policewoman. We still think that we can punch
above our weight and there is a strong residue opinion
among some sectors of our society that we should be
militarily predominant in the former colonies and areas of
influence.

Brueggemann has written the book with a US North
American audience in mind. But Christians here in post-
imperial, post-christendom Britain can read it with profit.
This country sells arms to many dictatorships; it retains its
nuclear options; it has troops on the ground in Afghanistan
in combat conditions shedding blood and being killed and
wounded in turn.

We are the Babylon of the book’s title almost as much as the
United States is. We have an imperial history and have had
an imperial church and theology. Our churches are full of

Out of Babylon - Walter Brueggemann

Joyce Rupp is a prolific
author whose work falls into
the broad genre of

spirituality and reflection. This
particular work is a joint
composition between Joyce Rupp
and the artist Mary Southard. The
text is in eight short chapters.
Each one is a composite of prose
and poetry. The illustrations
make a significant contribution
and complement the text.

In her introduction Rupp states:

'This book is about my experience of being
with the cosmic dance, how I have fallen in
love with Earth and how I have been
enthralled with the mystery of Moon, Sun
and the Galaxies.'

The last few decades have seen an explosion of new
knowledge and understanding of the vastness and amazing
diversity in the material bodies which comprise the fabric
of the universe. More powerful telescopes, space
exploration and improved scientific instruments and new
theories are still adding to this enormous body of
knowledge. This process will surely continue as the future
unfolds.

In older generations and maybe in religious circles there is
reluctance to engage with this new knowledge. Persons
with limited technical training can even find it a threatening
experience to leave behind treasured concepts.

Joyce Rupp's text assists in bridging this divide by her
using her own poetry and that of a range of other authors.

Her tools are to engage the reader in powerful imagery and
metaphorical language. There is always present the
invitation to lose oneself in this amazing development of
knowledge and to allow our spirits to respond to the
wonder of it all by joining in the Cosmic Dance.

Mary Southard throws light on her art work explaining, 'I
painted what it feels like to belong, to be a child of the
universe, born of stardust, spiritually and physically kin
with every other being.'

I sense a strong feminist influence in Southward's art and in
her words. As previously mentioned Joyce Rupp has a
considerable audience in the United States and in other
western countries.

As I read her text and filter it through my own scientific
training and knowledge of practical astronomy I realise that
her writing does not have a universal appeal. I am not sure
whether it will find its way onto shelves of scientists and
theoreticians. Perhaps an element that is missing in this
work is an effort to integrate into The Cosmic Dance our
ongoing story of war and aggression, of selfishness and
greed, hunger and abject poverty.

Both Joyce Rupp and Mary Southard have travelled widely
into extremes of climate and varied land forms. Both these
women are members of Roman Catholic religious orders
and they must have been a catalyst for change in what was
formerly a conservative community.

If you have time to dream and a place to relax then The
Cosmic Dance is for you.

Maureen Farrell FCJ
Cosmic Dance - Joyce Rupp
Orbis Books, Maryknoll, New York 2010, 127pp, £12.99

Cosmic Dance - Joyce Rupp
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Sex. Sex. Sex. It is all around us.
We drink it with the morning
coffee, meet it everywhere during

the day, dream about it, clash over it,
make jokes, blush, flaunt it, even run
from it. Yet how many of us have ever
had a mature, adult conversation about
sex?

Catholic moral theology is very good on
those aspects of the sacrament of Matrimony which deal
with Life and Love. But there is a third ‘L’ which we do not
know how to tackle, and that is Lust. We suffer from a
dualism which holds in opposition body and spirit, and male
and female. This very fine book of articles wants to deal
with multiple aspects of gender and sexuality to help us
toward an integrating wholeness of sexuality, spirituality
and social justice. It is symptomatic that only one writer is
Catholic. As I implied above we are not very good at this.

Sex is no longer a taboo topic. In 1963 sex broke out all
over in this part of the world, and not in very healthy ways.
It was the year of the Profumo scandal, the first Beatles
album and the lifting of the ban on Lady Chatterley’s Lover.
Whatever about the mysteriousness of sex before that fateful
year, sex was portrayed as a mere game of seduction,
conquest and surrender, instead of an experience of mutual
empowerment in intimate relationship.

The book has six parts each dedicated to different aspects of
gender and sexuality. For example there are five essays on
Sexuality and Spirituality, five essays on Gender, Race and
Sexual Identities; another five on Rethinking Sexual Ethics,
four essays on Marriage Equality; A Test Case for the
Church and so forth. The gender identities are multiple, not
just the usual hetero/homo sexual divide, but also the
transgendered, the bisexual of different cultures and
religious outlooks. It is certainly the first time I have
encountered a book which wants to look, with a critical

sympathy and acceptance, at all aspects of human sexuality.
Those of us who customarily think only in terms of
male/female and sometimes homo/heterosexual will have
their eyes opened. We are a richly endowed and wide
‘spectrum-ed’ sexual humanity.

Karen Armstrong is quoted as saying that “Sex and gender
have long been the Achilles heel of western Christianity”
and that “for most of its history, Christianity has had a more
negative view of heterosexual love than almost any other
major faith.” This view goes back to our biblical origins.
There are a number of toxic texts regarding sexuality and
gender that need revisiting. The manipulation of some of
these texts to justify hatred and violence must be repented
of. The biblical world is a heterosexual world. It knew
nothing of homosexuality. The behaviour it condemns is, in
its worldview, that of heterosexuals behaving against their
heterosexual nature. The study of homosexuality, indeed the
very word itself, dates from around 1853 in Austria.

The most radical thought I came across was the fact that
God is without gender. Before gender, God is. The writer
Laurel C. Schneider suggests that maybe our sexual identity
can be a choice. If God is Love, and is before sex, does it
matter to God what sexual choice we make as long as we
want to love as God loves, i.e. with generousity, justice and
integrity? Thoughts like this one abound here.

The book’s value is enhanced by its copious notes, but it
lacks an index. Anyone with an interest in sex—and who
isn’t?—and who wants a mature conversation about our gift
of sexuality will want to read this. For me it was an eye-
opener and a gob-smacker. Highly recommended.

Frank Regan
March 2011

Sexuality and the Sacred
Marvin M. Ellinson & Kelly Brown Douglas (Eds)
WJK 2011, 436pp, npg. Available fromAlban Books.

Sexuality and the Sacred
Marvin M. Ellinson & Kelly Brown-Douglas

military memorabilia, monuments and sarcophagi.
War is part of our culture, the way we are, the way we do
things and the way we think. Indeed it is an integral part of
our economy. The military budget for this fiscal year is
about £57 billion, nowhere near the US’s $700 billion.

The author calls on us who live in Babylon to become aware
of who we are, to remember who our God is and to recover,
as it were, our prophetic vocation. We live here under
privileged conditions, safe and secure, in a wealthy
economy, even though the gap between rich and poor is
getting wider.

The prophetic question is how we live authentic Christian
lives. We cannot just walk out. We are challenged to engage,
to speak our word, to incarnate that word in action and deed.
We have to learn to live in society over against society, in
that ambiguous situation of being citizens of a society
whose values are not ours. Many of us live that way in our

churches, over against them, aware of the injustices
perpetrated against women, vulnerable persons and others.

Perhaps the most important point that the author makes is:
in a world of top-down globalisation, how do Christians and
others empower themselves to regain control over the local?
There it is necessary to create a culture that is different
from, and critical of, the global culture of war, greed and
commerce which has us in its hypnotic gaze.

This is a book to ponder and pray about. It is full of biblical
wisdom articulated in a context of global empire and
imperilled world where, contrary to the evidence, God the
Creator and Liberator is still in control.

Frank Regan
April 2011

Out of Babylon - Walter Brueggemann
Abingdon 2010, 171pp, £10.99
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CCC member Michael Hornsby-Smith has written a
reflection on his experience of being an active lay
member of the church. He has written for his

grandchildren in the hopes that they might some day take
up the torch which he wishes to pass on.

Like so many members of his generation, Michael lived the
impact of World War II on himself and his family. The war
created gaps in his family life since both parents took part
in the war effort. He experienced the loneliness and the
occasional confusion of being raised and looked after by
other family members.

Michael received a good Catholic education and was
fortunate to be able to get a third level formation. At
Sheffield University he joined Catholic organisations. He
never lost touch. He took his degree in Fuel Technology
and Chemical Engineering. Years later he decided to do a
degree in Sociology after an experience of doing research in
his first profession.

By 1972 he had published an article in The Month on ‘A
Sociological Case for Catholic Schools’. This launched him
on a track which he was to follow for the rest of his
academic life. He became well known for his research into
English Catholicism. His were the first books I read upon
arriving here in this country in 1996.

Perhaps the most relevant part of this book for us CCC
members is Michael’s memories of working in a post-
Vatican II church. He took part in the Pastoral Conference

of 1980. This represents the apex of Catholic lay input into
the English Catholic church. Michael, as so many of us, has
to remark his disillusionment with what came afterwards.

Michael is a conspicuous witness of commitment to the
world as promoted by Vatican II. He was active politically
and in the local schools. He was also husband and father. In
the area of marriage he learned what it meant to be a
Catholic in a post-Humanae Vitae church.

Michael concludes his reflections giving us and his
grandchildren his own personal testimony. I found it very
‘parametered’ within traditional Catholicism. I wonder if
that will be enough to sustain a Catholic commitment in a
post-christendom, post-modern, Gaia-conscious yet Christ-
haunted culture. I would have liked to have had his views
on what the future church might look like. I suspect,
however, that he is too much the professional sociologist to
venture very far without hard data.

I found this a very interesting read about an era in which so
many of us grew up as Catholics. Despite the
disillusionment he stuck to his guns. It will jog memories,
provoke some regrets, some sorrow and evoke gratitude for
having lived in these interesting times.

Frank Regan
March 2011

Michael P Hornsby-Smith - Reflections on a Catholic Life,
Fastprint Publishing 2011, 215 pages, npg

Michael P. Hornsby-Smith - Reflections on a Catholic Life

This inspiring work is not an armchair
read! It is a text which elicits many

powerful responses. The reader may find
themselves in tum overwhelmed by its
beauty, challenged by its demands,
stretched by its infinite thoughts and
caught up into glimpses of moments of
deep contemplation.

Jesus , The Teacher Within is hard to define. Many
theological ideas are expanded. There is training for
entering into contemplative prayer and there are frequent
excursions into the contemplative life found within
Buddhism and other traditions.

The text is an unfolding of the deeper response to the
question of Jesus, 'Whom do you say that I am?' [Matthew
l5. 16] There is at the same time the search which Jesus
asks of each of us, How well do you know yourself? To
answer the question of Jesus we must first step into the little
trodden journey of self knowledge.

Laurence Freeman’s mother was born on Bere Island, a
small, wild and remote spot in Bantry Bay, West Cork.
Freeman uses journeys to this tiny island as a vehicle to self
knowledge and awareness of his own story. There could be

no greater transition from time spent on Bere Island to
frequent travels in his role as Director of the World
Community of Christian Meditation. However Laurence
Freeman has given himself time and space to ask the
question 'Who am 1?' There is a tremendous sense in
reading this text that the author is beside one making easy
eye contact. It seems like spending quality time in his
presence. This work dwells extensively on what he calls
'the work of silence'. His discourse is engaging and
attractive. The purpose of silence is to empty our minds of
busyness and compulsive wanderings and arrive at the
stillness within, where we are ready and able to listen to
what God is saying to us. Freeman emphasises that this
goal of contemplation is open to all. The boundaries of
those who are called to meditate are limitless. Christians do
not have a monopoly in their sharing of the divine life.

Ten years after its initial publication in 2000, this book has
a freshness and appeal that will continue to attract a wide
readership. Don't miss this treasure!

Maureen Farrell FC]
Jesus the Teacher Within - Laurence Freeman OSB
Reprinted Canterbury Press 2010
Original SCM Press 2000

Jesus the Teacher Within - Laurence Freeman OSB
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Reading Tolstoy's 'Gospel' is
something of a shock! This sense
of shock is woven together from

strands of intense challenge in the
freshness of its approach, of new
excitement about the demands of the
teachings of Jesus and a refreshing call to
a radical conversion of life.

In our churches we are used to reading aloud short

passages relating to one theme or a single incident in

the life of Jesus. The impact of gathering together all

the gospel passages relating to one theme gives these

collections a rich flavour. At a first reading one could

be pardoned for not focussing on his omission of

infancy narratives, resurrection accounts and an

absence of all but a few stories of miracles.

There is no reference to Jesus as a divine person of the

Blessed Trinity though there is a full inclusion from St.

John's Gospel of the words of Jesus explaining his own

identity.

Tolstoy was completely overwhelmed with the power

and integrity of the person of Jesus. The teachings of

Jesus and the example of his life filled Tolstoy with a

conviction that here was model for the calling of every

human person.

The petitions of the Our Father are the framework for

Tolstoy's 'gospel'. The twelve divisions of this prayer of

Jesus form chapters for the work. There are even a

further 12 chapters which are summaries of what has

gone before. Tolstoy's thesis, following the example of

Jesus’ love and goodness to all persons is true, free

eternal life.

Tolstoy wrote this work during a midlife crisis at a

time when he had been on the brink of suicide. The

Gospel in Brief is part of a much larger work

Confession published in 1882. For me it has been a

thought provoking read at the beginning of Lent. It

helps to flesh out our understanding of the inner life of

the author of the great classic texts of Anna Karenina

and War and Peace.

Maureen Farrell FCJ

Darton Longman and Todd 2010

Ed: For those who may be suffering from government cuts
a scan of an early edition can be found here.
http://www.cambridgeunitarian.org/blog/35_The%20Gospe
l%20in%20Brief%20-%20Tolstoy.pdf

The Gospel in Brief - Leo Tolstoy

THE SOLACE OF BOOKS
Books to quicken the intelligence of youth, delight age, decorate
prosperity, shelter and solace us in adversity, bring enjoyment at
home, befriend us out of doors, pass the night with us, go into
the country with us.

Cicero

A RAY OF HOPE
The history of every Christian reform is the history of toil and
watching through long discouragements. God tests His people
before He blesses them. Trust through the dark brings triumph in
the dawn

T. L. Culyer

The quotations used in this quarter's Renew are taken from a set of crusty old volumes published by Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton
& Kent, Paternoster Row, EC just before the First World War. They are called "Life's Common Way", "A Garland of Quiet
Thoughts" and "For the Quiet Hour". Two of which were found in jumble sales years apart and the third purchased from an
antiquarian bookseller in Jerusalem.
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A Good PP
Thanks for the latest issue of Renew - outstanding articles,
especially those by Tina Beattie, Phil Sheppard, Michael
Hornsby-Smith (whose views I endorse wholeheartedly),
Martin Pendergast, John Mackrell and Tirke's review and
sharing which moved me deeply. Please pass on my thanks
to all concerned.

I am blessed in my own parish to have a PP who preaches
(and lives) the love of God as the most important truth of
our faith - I frequently despair of the Catholic hierarchy and
the apparent lack of love and compassion for all God's
people, so articles such as these lift my spirits and offer
hope for the future.

Anne O'Connor

Shocking Muddle
Once again I have very much enjoyed and been supported
by reading the new Renew (157). Thank you. As my
husband said on reading it, 'You might have written most of
it yourself.'

One failure of the Catholic Church in the 20th and, so far,
the 21st century, is that it is not living its vocation to be the
Body of Christ.

'You put aside the commandment of God to
observe human traditions' (Mark 7.8).

The Church is not generally inclusive, generous or healing,
though some parishes and religious orders are. There is no
serious commitment in the hierarchy to living the
Beatitudes and encouraging the laity to follow Jesus, by
carrying on the lifestyle of love and service to people inside
and outside His band of friends.

The very muddled situation about married priests, since the
creation of the Ordinariate (which was presented in our
parish as a real step towards Christian unity!) is deeply
shocking.
Jesus in the Gospels consistently rejected the use of
language to cover up rather than clarify.

'Why do you call me 'Lord, Lord', and do
not do what I say?' (Luke 6.46)

Would that the Vatican followed His example in this, as in
all things.

Margaret Parry

A Brother Speaks
I became a life member for Renew despite being an
Anglican as I felt that what you were doing was important
to myself as a Christian. I am not High Church, although I
have been exposed to it. Likewise for evangelical and
regular C of E. I am, I hope, committed, broad and open.

Your latest edition is fascinating and gives me hope. It
includes descriptions of the Church that I want to be part
of. I am 77 now and was organiser for the Churches
Together Lent course in the late 60's when I tried to get the
Roman Catholic Church in Arundel to take part. The priest
did not support it but three or four committed souls from
the cathedral did. Things changed the following year. Then
I moved away but have had many Catholic friends,
including Adrian Smith.

Tina Beattie's article and report was particularly
encouraging. In the 70's I was saying to the Chichester
Diocesan Synod that we were not about resurrecting the
church that was created in England at the reformation, but
worked to be the Church of Jesus Christ in West Sussex
(coterminous with West Sussex).

I had a bishop from 1974 who was so obsessed with union
with Rome that as far as I was concerned he lost sight of
the Church being about the Kingdom of God. The whole
Church of England is still suffering from his teaching on
Women Priests.

Philip Sheppard was a colleague in working for Christians
Awakening and more can be read from him on its website
and on one being maintained in his memory
http://www.philipsjourney.co.uk. I think that more will be
added.

Further to Philip Binding's article on Light of the World,
may I add that I like to light a candle and internally say
"The Light of Christ". The fact that it is a consumable light
reminds me of how Jesus allowed and allows his light to
illuminate ourselves and the world.

All best wishes, may you continue to shine light.

David Storey
Petersfield

Presence of the Spirit?
I enjoyed the latest RENEW and picked up especially the
reference to Rahner's idea of our loved ones’ never being
far away. That has been my own experience, particularly
since my mother died in 1985. I also found Tina Beattie's
reasons to stay rang a loud bell in me. She mentions the
meeting of moral theologians in Trent organized by Fr.
James Keenan as a sign of hope (presence of the Spirit?). I
read an interesting book of his on the history of Catholic
moral theology in the twentieth century which read like a
bit of personal biography - I was ordained in 1965. Wasn't
life comfortable in the old days when we didn't think much
but did as we were told (some of us anyway?).

Best wishes and prayers in your work,

Kevin Dean

LETTERS
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Empathy
Dear Tirke,

I began reading your review of Sheila Cassidy's recent
book with great interest, having had some acquaintance
with her writings over many years, notably “Good Friday
People” (which contains one of the best dissertations on the
“problem” of suffering I have ever read. It happened that
while on holiday recently I and my wife paid a visit to
Buckfast Abbey even though we are both now lapsed from
the formal practice of “the Faith”: her new book was on
display in the book shop among many others from different
“traditions”, some positively “anti-Catholic”. What a
change it represented from the “No salvation outside the
Church” and the supposed possession of the “fullness of
the faith” which the RCC claimed for it when I first visited
here as a young boy and felt the triumphalist power of the
“Universal Church” on display with what was then a very
large community of monks, a school and little else (it was
not then a major tourist destination for the sight-seers
needing a break from the world).

As I read on I found myself endorsing all you had to say
and then came the big jolt - “I was excommunicated by the
Catholic Church (and) spent several years in the
wilderness”. How cruelly hurt you must have felt and how
very wrong to be treated in this fashion. I do not know
whether it was a formal excommunication or the form it
took: mine was simply a parting of the ways without
rancour or animosity – I remain friends with several of my
former parishioners, some of whom say how much they
would like to see me back but having aspired to a larger
truth, there is now no going back and bit by bit it has
become increasingly apparent to me that it was the
institution of the Church which was actually
excommunicating itself from all those who in utmost good
faith felt unable to fully subscribe to its demands and
doctrines. That being so it is no surprise to me that the
instance of serious abuses within the Church is just a sub-
category of the major self-abuse which comes about when
the spirit of Christ is specifically outlawed by the Church's
rituals and prohibitions. In a sense you could say that you
have suffered a form of bloodless martyrdom for your faith!

The puzzle we all have to wrestle with is that there are so
many good and saintly people who remain adherents of the
institution of the RCC and they deserve our affection and
respect as fellow Christians. Where they and I are at some
distance from one another is to do with my inability and
unwillingness to declare something to be true and behave as
though it is when in fact I think the opposite while only
pretending compliance because I think the institutions'
needs demand it (and I could even be wrong about that!). I
had to think long and hard about these issues but they were
resolved for me one day when I realised that to the Divine
power the sincere doubter must at least be on a par with, if
not ahead of, the insincere “believer”. There are numerous
passages in Scripture which speak in support of such an
attitude and I am sure you will be familiar with many of
them. That mysterious “Holy Spirit” which Nicodemus
found so difficult to get to come to terms with is there all
the while inspiring people like you, Frank and others to do
in good conscience what they feel called upon to do, never
mind the cost, and is paralleled by huge numbers of people
all over the world working, with no hope of reward in order
to enhance their understanding of the truth and impart it to
others. That Divine impulse is in all of us but it can make
for uncomfortable times and that, I suppose, is why people
so often suppress it or divert it into other channels.
Throughout all this one of the great privileges is to find that
in so many unexpected ways words are given to inspire
oneself and others to a degree which often is most
surprising and make one feel privileged to be on the
receiving end of the promise we find in Luke12:12.

So “excommunication” is not so bad after all!

With kindest regards,

Philip Binding
Winscome BS2 1LS

Bit of a Clanger!
l hope that Robert Kaiser's knowledge of church history is
more reliable than his grasp of literary history, ("A
Challenge to the People of lreland", RENEW, December
2010). He seems to think that George Bernard Shaw was a
Catholic. He speaks of Shaw's "one-liner after he
announced his apostasy and was asked if he would now
become a Protestant". Shaw's supposed reply is given as,

"Madam, 1 have lost my faith. I haven't lost
my mind”.

This is nonsense, more fitting for a GOLDEN LEGEND of
our times than for RENEW. Shaw was a Protestant and

never joined another Church; the very idea of his becoming
a Catholic would have driven him to one of Eliza
Doolittie’s more robust one-liners.

Perhaps Kaiser is half-remembering James Joyce's Portrait
of the Artist where in the final pages Stephen Dedalus, the
humourless protagonist, is asked whether he intends
becoming a Protestant now that he has renounced his
Catholicism. This is his pompous reply:

"l said that l had lost the faith...but not that l had lost self-
respect. What kind of liberation would that be to forsake an
absurdity which is logical and coherent and to embrace one
which is illogical and incoherent?"

Tom McCarthy



The correspondence here is further to John Mackrell's letter
to Archbishop Nichols which appears in Renew#157. Editor
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18 Wentworth Mansions
Keats Grove
Hampstead

London NW3 ZRL
0207 794 8414

jqcmackrell@hotmail.com

Wednesday 16th February 2011

Dear Frank

The Archbishop, as you so rightly say, is ‘dialogic’. Indeed from his reply he shows himself
to have a real talent for a ‘dialogue des sourds’, in which I shall decline to participate,
unwilling to waste my time if not the Archbishop’s.

In an astute move the Archbishop enlists St John Fisher to his cause. Yet, the courageous
Bishop of Rochester was martyred, not for his views on celibacy, doubtless orthodox, but for
his refusal to take the Oath of Supremacy, which named the bullying Henry VIII Head of the
English Church.

Throughout his letter Archbishop Nichols defends ‘clerical celibacy to which no one can
surely object, especially when, in his own words, it is ‘an important witness to a society
which is very confused about the meaning of sexuality’. What is at issue, as the Archbishop
surely knows, is not ‘clerical celibacy’ itself, but the very different compulsory clerical
celibacy.

Few researchers, of whom I am one, would ever agree that ‘research findings are...a1ways
contentious’. Every fair-minded person would agree that when a priest feels drawn to
celibacy, that choice can only benefit his psychological health. By the same token the
opposite holds true for the many thousands of today’s clerics, who have struggled,
successfully or not, to remain celibate. It seems reasonable to suppose that the energy
expended in repressing natural inclinations, ever since the First Vatican Council decreed
clerical celibacy mandatory in 1139, is unavailable for other uses including pastoral work.

Is there a link between compulsory celibacy and sexual abuse? The Archbishop avers that
‘much evidence in fact points in the opposite direction’, an assertion which flies in the teeth
of many studies, particularly in the United States. Commonsense suggests that when natural
sexual urges are frustrated, they will sometimes find an unnatural outlet. That would seem
particularly likely in Britain, where the parish clergy, largely immured in their presbyteries,
have few contacts with the community, except sometimes with children. In some other parts
of the world, many parishioners condone as natural priests living with mistresses, a far less
damaging practice than child abuse, whatever canon lawyers may say.

As hierarchy spokesman, Archbishop Nichols was truly informative. He exemplifies the
Vatican’s strategy of avoiding meaningful dialogue on every topic. The Archbishop has
demonstrated that a letter-writing assault on the hierarchy wastes time on both sides. Given
the prevalence of so many closed minds in the hierarchy, it is only by pressure from below
that a reversal of compulsory celibacy may be accomplished.

The influx into the church of married Anglican pastors, whether as individuals or as part of
the ordìnariate, makes the retention of compulsory clerical celibacy for the original Catholic
priesthood look increasingly anomalous. If nonetheless compulsory celibacy is to remain
within the Church, then it seems only sensible to press the hierarchy to allow Catholic priests
who wish to marry, to transfer to the Greek Orthodox Church, or possibly enter some kind of
special ordinariate, or at the very least to facilitate their transfer to one of the Protestant
Churches. Should commonsense not enter with a curial blessing by the front door, it will
appear with a broad smile at the back door. As compulsory clerical celibacy is seen
increasingly as a bizarre mark of the hierarchy’s psychological illiteracy, congregations more
in tune with the times are likely to condone in Britain, as they often do now on the Continent,
a priest having the solace of a lover. At that point the Church authorities will face an
unpalatable choice: to defrock the priest, whatever his merits as a pastor; suffer the
embarrassment of turning a blind eye, or accept married priests as the lesser evil.

Yours sincerely,
John Mackrell
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If God had designed woman as man's master, He would have taken
her from his head; if as his slave, He
would have taken her from his feet; but
as he designed her for his companion and
equal, he took her from his side.

AUGUSTINE

Awise and prophetic man that Augustine!! A shame he didn't say
anything about women priests. C.H.C.

From " A Garland of Quiet Thoughts"

The Minor Key
To some minds sadness is nearer akin to happiness than is joy,
perhaps because the heart has been so wrung and torn with sorrow
that joy seems a mockery, and the key-note of rejoicing will not
start the tune; in some weary souls it requires the minor key of
sweet sadness to bring forth the true melody.

M. K.

O purblind race of miserable men,
How many among us at this very hour
Do forge a life-long trouble for ourselves.
By taking true for false, or false for true;
Here, thro the feeble twilight of this world
Groping , how many, until we pass and reach
That other, where we see as we are seen?

Tennyson

Boys flying kites haul in their white winged birds;
You can't do that way when your'e flying words.
'Careful with fire' is good advice we know;
'Careful with words' is ten times doubly so.
Thoughts unexpressed may sometimes fall back dead ,
But God himeself can't kill them when they're said.

Will Carlton

The bird that soars on highest wing,
Builds on the ground her lowly nest;

And she that doth most sweetly sing,
Sings in the shade when all things rest;

in Lark and Nightingale we see
What honour hath humility.

John Montgomery

Adam and Eve
Adam was returning home late one night. When Eve confronted him.
"You are seeing another woman, aren't you?" she accused.
"Don't be silly," he replied. "You are the only woman on earth."
Later that night Adam woke up feeling a tickle on his chest.
"What the hell are you doing?" he asked Eve.
"What do you think?" she asked. "I am counting your ribs."

STUFF 'n NONSENSE
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More Than Merely a Beatification

The recent beatification of Pope John Paul II is the culmination of a stage in
the ongoing saga of the restoration of a neo-conservative institutional

church. Pope Benedict XVI has said a gracious ‘thank you’ to his predecessor
for paving his way to the Papacy. In beatifying Pope John Paul Benedict
sanctifies his own Papacy and his ecclesiastical career of the last almost 25
years. Was he not the new blessed’s most trusted advisor? Now it is up to
Benedict to carry forward the programme inaugurated by John Paul of
restoration and consolidation.

The writer F Scott Fitzgerald once wrote: “Show me a hero and I will write you
a tragedy.” The Polish Pope was a larger than life figure. There were elements
of the heroic in him, especially in the way he faced suffering. There were also
some theologically daring gestures as when he invited the leaders of the world’s
religions to days of prayer in Assisi in 1986 and his praying in mosques and
other religious sites. He was tireless in what he considered to be his charismatic
mission to preach the Word far and wide. He had a special rapport with young
people even though he did not succeed in mobilising for Mission their energy
and enthusiasm. John Paul had a special gift in arousing the crowd and he
revelled in it. He did indeed dominate his era.

Yet there is something amiss and contradictory. The kindly father of the
Catholic millions was a stern authoritarian within the universal Catholic
household. He was especially rigorous when it came to clergy, theologians and
others who saw the Church’s role as an option for the poor. That role sometimes
had political dimensions, usually of a leftist hue.

John Paul had seen the worst of the twentieth century from up close and
personal. He had a suspicion of all ideologies. Yet he was probably the most
politicized Pope of the 20th century. He knew about power. He had no scruple
in collaborating with the government of Ronald Reagan in its conflict with the
Soviet empire. He was harsh with the handful of priests who were close to the
struggle of the Nicaraguan people for political freedom and independence from
US imperial hegemony. He reduced Archbishop Romero to tears in a torrid
interview. He reprimanded the North American bishops for not supporting the
policies of the Reagan government in Central America. These are just a few
examples of his political interventions.

We can agree or disagree with John Paul’s conservative politics and his
monopoly over clerical political action. There are other areas which cause
concern and which the new Blessed has left as a legacy for the future. One of
those areas is that of theological exploration and dialogue with secular and non-
christian cultures. From now on there will be a greater emphasis on theology as
commentary on the Magisterium. Women and their gifts of ministry will be
relegated to the sidelines. They are not like unto Christ and so cannot approach
the altar to minister.

Perhaps the most worrying will be the ongoing scandal of paedophilia among
the clergy. John Paul was complicit in the cover-up of the crimes. He harboured
a criminal pervert whom he promoted as a model for young people. The
beatification will have the effect of whitewashing his pontificate, of removing it
from investigative scrutiny. Indeed the scandal is already being referred to as
peripheral, an old canard, resentful gossip.

We are witnessing the extreme of corruption when we see Popes
canonizing each other. Therein lies the tragedy of an introverted
institution imploding upon itself. We must perhaps wait longer for th
e Church we dreamed of 40 years ago. We will be keepers of the dan
gerous memory and try to be the change we want to see in the Chur
ch. The seeds have been sown. The Holy Spirit will see to their floweri
ng.

Frank Regan
May 2011
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